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Action Matt March 1, 2017 After decades of camping, snipers finally get the respect they deserve. Nordcurrent's latest first-person shooter for iOS and Android is dedicated to all the sharpshooting enthusiasts out there. You can choose from three different game modes: Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch,
and Domination. Dive right into the heat of battle with your trusty sniper rifle and dominate the competition with our Sniper Arena tips and tricks. 1. Prepare to first-person shooter games are not for the faint-hearted. With that in mind, expect everyone to try to kill you once you step out of the tutorial.
Survival instinct should kick in from the get-go. Instead of getting discouraged if you die once you've spit, use your limited time to familiarize yourself with the card as soon as possible. There are limited maps, so it will only be a matter of time before you discover the good hiding places. Remember, you're
a sniper, so pack your bags and go camp! 2. See where you shoot The goal of snipers in any game is to take out the enemy in one shot. Make sure you practice your goal because you might not get a second chance if you miss out. The game controls are pretty straight forward and easy to learn. You just
need to wipe and zoom. That doesn't mean you can just tap into your screen and expect head shots to pour in. Mastering goal takes time and a lot of patience, but it's the number one skill you need to have. However, you don't always need to get a headshot. Sometimes it's just hitting your enemy,
enough. 3. If you can't kill them, join them if you're battling yourself on your own, there's no shame in asking for backup. Joining more Team Deathmatch games will help you get used to the combat system and controls while with allies that can help look at your back. Playing in teams can also be more
beneficial when you start because you can learn how your high-level teammates move without worrying about so much dying. 4. Take heed if you haven't already done it, go to your gear. Leveling is not enough to make you stronger. You need stronger equipment if you want to keep winning. Upgrade your
equipment every chance you get because every bit of improvement makes a difference in the game. Choose your equipment depending on your style of play. High powered weapons aren't necessarily the best if you play the speed game. 5. Don't be that guy always remember that you're playing an online
game. You must have a good stable connection to be able to play properly. If you don't signal confident in your mobile data, then it's best to wait until you play a wifi connection up front. You don't want to die repeatedly because of laughter and you'd better believe there will be laughter. On top of that, your
teammates will all hate you if they end up losing because you're not even after a And with that, it's time to lock and load! Just follow these five Sniper Arena tips and tricks, and you'll be a pro player in no time. It's 100% legal guide to play sniper arena for Android and ios. Through our sniper arena cheats
on modapktips, you can easily dominate the competition. Also Read: Latest Sniper 3D Tips and Tricks HackWe brings you the best sniper arena weapons guide so you can get information about snipers to choose to win. Today we will help you get the best Sniper Arena weapons. We will review what you
need to be able to unlock them, where they are obtained and why they so recommend weapons. We recommend that you go acquiring resources because they are not cheap purchases. We'll start by reviewing on how to get the best weapons from Sniper Arena because if you think before a free game, it's
important to know the best way to find the best weapons, and when we say the best we refer to the fastest and free. Sniper arena hacks: How to get the best Sniper Arena weapons When you've done your first tournaments, you'll start to acquire Black Upgrade Kits, boxes that cost 20 thousand gems and
who hide one of these three guns, three of the best Sniper Arena weapons: Trivia II Ultima, T-5000 and DDRS50. It also includes pieces that allow you to change the guns you have, so you can see that they're very important in sniper arena tips and tricks. Also Read: [Update] Best Marvel Strike Force
Tips, Tricks To Get the Best Sniper Arena Weapons, You'll Also Need the Best Improvements. One of them is the Smart Rifle 2.0, which is accessed by opening Black Upgrade Kits or by the TPAR300 rifle, which already has it as a base. This improvement has its own window in the menu, where you can
customize your preferences. Among the best of Smart Rifle 2.0, you can choose the automatic fire, the various focal points, the type of sight, and other interface options that are highly recommended. Also Read: Jetpack Joyride Tips This is Something That Should Have the Best Weapons in Sniper Arena
Tips and Strategies, and If You Want Our Favorites We Review Them Know Below. The two best weapons in sniper arena guide – DDRS50: One of the best weapons in sniper arena secrets is the DDRS50 Winter Sports Mk gun. 1.1 Samewise. 0. This is achieved through a Mysterious Box or during a
Winter Sports event, guns of this type have their own adjustments and to have them, you need the basic model and they offer you two advantages: be invisible to BOTS and receive bonuses in Fireteam mode. Also Read: World of Tanks Flash Strategy Another advantage that winter sports rifles offer is
that you get 100% more money when upgrading. The DDRS50 Winter Sports Mk gun. 1.1 Samewise. 0 is the second best of the game. But if we go for the best of the weapons from Sniper Arena, it's undoubtedly the Golden TPAR 300 LE Mk.9 Mk.9 It is also known as the Elite TPAR and is available in
the Black Phantom III Mk mode. or sometimes from a Mystery Box, but we've already told you that the drop percentage is extremely rare, so be patient. These are the best Sniper Arena weapons you can have. Also Read: Super Mario Party Tips, Tricks [Mod Apk] Guide, Tips Best Sniper Arena Weapons
- Jewels and Open Boxes: To the Best Sniper Arena Weapons You'll Have to Boxes and Farm Resources That Allow You to Buy It Until You Have the Elite TPAR or the Winter Sports Guns. Search terms: sniper arena help, new sniper arena hack Apk tips, sniper arena cheats ios, latest sniper arena hack
no recording 1. Shoot the minimum required number of weekly Squad Deathmatch points. The minimum number of team points per week is 50,000. Anyone who fails to shoot at least 50K will be kicked out of the squad at the end of each week. 2. Represents our team well and refrains from things that are
inappropriate for the game such as using foul language in Region chat. 3. Comply with this team description... SAVIORS are a brotherhood. We believe in everyone pulling their own weight and supporting each other through a common goal to be the very best. Each team member is expected to carry out
their daily orders to represent the team well and demonstrate their loyalty and allegiance to the team and their brothers. We are an elite team that prefers results on excuses. We are a coherent unit bound by a common thread of spirited competition and bravery. ACTIVE shooters are rewarded for their
efforts. Every week on Sunday, a FREE box is given to the top FIVE team members who have accumulated the highest amount of points for the team (by shooting in Squad Deathmatch fights) to demonstrate their strong commitment to the team. This allows us to help empower and encourage everyone
to bring their very best to the team every day. Often, we'll pick top team point earners to send their box to someone else on the team who demonstrated a bold effort to earn team points. It puts those who make the most effort to glare the most reward. Each mystery box offers the opportunity to win guns,
helmets, drones, cash, gems, masks, brilliant and more! It helps our team grow and become even stronger while both encouraging and helping rank advances. Pull your weight, encourage your brother, do your very best, and have fun! It depends on your strategy. If you want to give yourself an advantage
over other players, figure out the best time when fewer players play the game. It can be in the very late or early morning hours depending on your time zone location. Also, another sneaky thing you can do is play Squad Deathmatch when other players play in Tournament or Dominance Battles! They can't
be in both places at the same time not! It will give you you able to get through a fight without another more experienced player at play and/or using a drone on your etc. 1. Join a team and then do NOTHING. It makes absolutely no sense and simply wastes everyone's time. That's one reason we have a
weekly minimum team points requirement. It shows us who we have to kick from the team and who we should like. 2. Join a team before they are ready. At least you should have a helmet and some experience. It is impossible to put your weight on any team without these basics. 3. Refuse to buy
mysterious boxes. The owners of the game have monetized it very well. It costs money to progress in the game. It's impossible for you to win battles against other players who rank you out, better helmets, guns, drones etc. than you do. Mystery Boxes give you a real advantage over those who refuse to
get them! 4. Not taking the game seriously. If you are not dedicated to the game and the team... why did you join a team in the first place? We just want serious, dedicated, ACTIVE shooters! 5. Want to play dominance and tournament fights before they are properly equipped and have the necessary
experience to be an asset to the team rather than a disadvantage. In short... you will be slaughtered in very short order and hurt the team in the process rather than help! Don't try to play any Domination or Tournament battle until you're fully equipped with the best gun and helmet in the game and have the
necessary experience necessary! In Region chat and also online you will see some offer you the ability to hack the game and get unlimited free diamonds (gems) and cash. It's a scam and complete bullshit. Here are two reasons why you should never do this... 1. You will be banned from the game. 2. You
will get a VIRUS on your device. The Sniper Arena guys are very smart. The game works on multiple servers. There's nothing any hack can do to give you free gems and cash! Don't fall for the SCAM. Yes! Noobs often have the name Sniper****. It's frowned against in the game and shows everyone
you're not really serious. Most teams will kick you off their team unless you change your name to something other than Sniper****. Another reason you need to change that is to make it easier for the team to remember you and communicate better with you, etc. To change your name, go to your profile and
edit your name, and then click Save. Each team has a flag that represents it. It's kind of like colors of a group etc. It lets everyone know you're part of a particular team. A very important reason ALL TEAM MEMBERS should fly OUR TEAM FLAG is that it all shows we are an Elite team! Only Elite teams



deserved the right to display everyone in the team the same flag. That's a really big deal. When prospective snipers team and consider joining us, one thing the more experienced players look for is Elite teams! When they see the whole team flying the same flag... they know we are an Elite team! To
change to our team flag ... 1. Click on the dogtags. 2. Click Edit Profile. 3. Click on the drop-down list on the right and select our team flag. 4. Click Save. NOTE: To be eligible to win a free Mystery Box in our weekly Top 5 giveaway you must fly our team flag. Each week, a Free Mystery Box is given to
the Top Five snipers who have earned the most team points by shooting Team Deathmatch fights. If you look at the team rankings that show the names of everyone on our team... you'll see two columns of numbers on the right. The first column is the current total of earned team points for the week. The
second column is the total amount of accumulated team points earned since joining the team. The top 5 earners are based on the total points in the first column. Team members appear in the rankings based on two criteria. 1. The overall number of accumulated team points that appear in the second
column. 2. The weekly number of team points that appear in the first column. The position is first determined by the number of overall accumulated team points that appear in the second column. That's why a team member who either has no points or might have fewer points than you do is still above you
in the rankings. The only way you'll rise above them is to fill up more points than they have in the second column. It's important to note that our weekly Free Mystery Box giveaway is based solely on the total accumulated weekly team points featured on the first column. It gives everyone on the team an
equal chance to win every week! The fastest way you can rise very quickly in rank in our team rankings is by hiring a Merc. Click HERE for details. It's incredibly frustrating when the game just collapses for no apparent reason. Here are some things you can do ... 1. Make sure you don't have any other
apps or browser tabs open while playing the game. Every thing you have open draws from your devices' available memory and resources. 2. Make sure your device is updated and is currently running the currently available operating system version. 3. Make sure you use one of the available apps to
release device memory and get rid of junk files etc. This will improve your device performance. 4. If you experience laughing time or otherwise sluggish performance... try closing the game, running memory to increase app to clean your device and then start the game again. It's also a good practice to do
when you're using things like Hero Beverages, oils, sparkle paint etc to prevent the game from crashing the middle of a battle and you mess them up! We all have lives, responsibilities, commitments to family, work etc. We realize that. However, you also have understand that we are looking for those
willing to set aside some time each week to add to our team and help make it stronger. If you have a limited time to play the game... you can hire a MERC and very easily earn one million team points without shooting to earn them yourself! Click HERE for details. This allows you to always ensure that you
have the minimum required weekly team points while also maintaining a balance between your other responsibilities. You can go into the region chat and help spread the word to other players about our team. You're limited by the number of characters you can type in the chat at a time, so here's what I
found to work best... FREE BOXES WEEKLY ACTIVE ELITE SQUAD You can also click on a person's name, and then click the INVITATION button. However... Don't invite anyone to our team unless they have a helmet!!!!!!!!!!!! The reason for this is without a helmet they don't have experience and simply
aren't ready or properly equipped to be on our team. To see if they have a helmet, simply click on the helmet button on their profile. Excellent question! First, I'll stick out if you can for a better gun before you dive in and start doing a lot of upgrades. It will save you tons of cash and gems! The best way to
get a better gun and helmet is from a Mysterious Box. You can literally spend just $1.99 and get a big gun, drone, or helmet without earning it or buying it with tons of cash or gems! Ideally, you want the Tpar Winter Sport or Golden rifle and the golden helmet. The best drone is the Bear or Heavy Tiger. It
makes more sense to have those before you sink a lot into upgrades. Sometimes Sniper Arena offers limited time specials. It could be huge cash and gem savers for you! Always keep your eyes peeled every time you log on right after a weekly recovery and pay attention to any game pop-ups that will tell
you about any new specials. You can also click the switch right of time to restore the next countdown to see the current special offer. One of the specials you should jump on is the 50% off upgrade for guns, helmets and drones. It's a great way to save a ton of cash and gems! I was able to fully upgrade
my drone much faster than I would otherwise be able to by taking advantage of the 50% off special! Be sure to look at it. You should always remember that if you change oil, sparkle, mask etc and you still have some unused remaining... YOU WILL LOSE THEM! Always use it completely before switching
to another. You'll see a warning ask if you're sure you want to switch. If you see it, always say no! Use what you have and then you can choose something else when it Be. No! In the chats, you'll sometimes see people winning over others using drones. They'll claim it's cheating or it's unfair etc. Simply
ignore them! They feel that way because don't have a drone or they do and it's not upgraded enough to be effective. They're trying to use psychology to get you not to deploy your drone against them or others. How stupid and stupid right? : ) Always remember that those who do not have a drone are
always trying to hate on those who do! Deploy your drones with pride and watch your death explode totals and earned points! We don't all! : ) One smart way you can get a daily delivery of gems is by taking advantage of the three available gem specials. You'll find them on the Special tab once you click
on the shopping cart right top corner on the game screen. You can choose 1, 2 or all 3 and enjoy gems delivered immediately after recovery every night! It's a great way to hold onto them and save them for when you really need it! You're ranked within our team based on the number of earned weekly
team points you earn from shooting Squad Deathmatch fights. Click HERE for details. Not until you have good helmet, gun, drone, and experience. I assure you that most of the other players you will encounter have all of the above! They will slaughter you unless you are fully equipped and have some
valuable gameplay experience. Focus on the basics and wait until you're ready to be a worthy opponent. You'll have a lot more fun and be much less frustrated! Tournament The tournament is a competition between teams. Tournament battles are held 5 times per match day. The schedule can be found in
the tournament information tab. Only team commander and his deputies can register a team after a tournament. The registration to the next tournament ends 5 seconds before the start of tournament battles. A tournament tour is being held on a random scheme. Each node on a scheme is a 3 minute ×6
fight on a random map. The color of a team depends on the position in the tournament rating. A team from a lower position will be blue and will have a small strategic advantage over the red team. Each team catches nodes to the opponents' flag. A team that only captures at least one opponent flag is the
winner of the tour. To win in a tour, a team gets 30 tournament points; for loose, if at least one opponent's node was captured, 10 tournament points. For tied, if none of teams managed to capture opponent's flag in time, 10 tournament points. If a team didn't manage to capture at least one opponent's
node, the team is considered absent. The team gets 0 points and if it wants to continue participating in tournament fights this week, it should pay a fee (100 diamonds for lower league, 1000 diamonds for elite league). The prize-winning spots are distributed according to tournament points. If the score is
equal, according to relationship, if it is also equal, according to earned tournament rankings. The amount of tournament points defines the opponents corresponding to the next tour. The earned in tournament battles is added to the team count. The diamonds deserved to win a tournament are distributed
among all team members according to earned tournament rankings of each member. Dominance There are 12 areas in the game; each area can be controlled by an alliance. The amount of controlled areas per alliance is not limited - one alliance can control all 12 areas. Each area has its own indicator of
[T1] - the highest area, up to [T12] - the lowest area. Areas capture and playoff battles Areas capture happen every 24 hours (the attack time counter is displayed on each area tab). 2 hours before an attack on an area, playoff fights are held to claim the right to attack an area. a Playoff phase consists of 2-
6 nodes with a separate card on each node. The goal is to oversubscribe the opponents in the total amount of rankings. Each stage winner proceeds to the next stage until there are only two winners left who will attack the area. The attack on an area is being held on a random scheme. Each node on the
scheme is a 3 minute 6×6 fight on a random map. A team color depends on the location in Dominance Ratings. The alliance of a lower place will be red and will have a small strategic advantage over the blue team. Each team captures nodes to the opponent's flag. The alliance that is first to capture at
least one opponent flag is the winner. The Dominance Rating is based on Dominance Points given to get to a certain spot in playoffs/area finals. Win a Dominance Final (catch an area) – 25 points; Participation in Dominance Final (lost) – 20 marks; 3rd and 4th places – 18 points; From 5th to 8th – 16
points; From 9th to 16th place – 13 points; From 17th to 32nd place – 9 points; From 33rd to 64th place – 5 points; From 65th to 128th place – 2 points; From 129th to 256th place – 1 point. Areas controlled and rewards An area is controlled by an alliance. If an independent alliance (from one team) with a
controlled area joins another alliance, control of the area is transferred to the controlling alliance. This means that if the team decides to be an independent alliance again and close the controlling alliance (or is kicked out of the alliance), the control over the territory will no longer be their. The reward for
controlling an area is displayed in every area tab and is a discount for mask/camouflage/maintenance oil and a bonus in earning cash in all battle modes. The reward is available right after capturing an area and the effect will be felt until control of an area is lost. Only players who participated in the
playoffs and the area successful attack are affected by the area control bonus. Elvis died. And so is Jimmy Hoffa, so difference does it make where he is buried? Focus on Sniper Arena! If you've watched all the videos and you still have questions... go to the Squad chat tab and ask the team. You'll find
we're eager to help you succeed. Pass.
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